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Wonderful prayer by King Joe Dispensa of the Joe Dispenser tribe. That was amazing. That was 

a whole lecture right there. And the prayer! We go home right now; you gave the message, 

we're going home. That was amazing. That was beautiful, Joe. Thank you for that prayer.                           

I don't know if you know about Joe. He was abandoned at ten years old by his parents. They left 

him on the side of the street as a ten-year-old boy. You know, both parents obviously just totally 

crazy and left him at ten years old on the side of the street, abandoned him. He's a baby, ten 

years old. What is that? That's like third, fourth grade, a little baby. He has a really soft heart for 

God. Once he met Father, Father truly became his father and saved him.  

                                                                                                                                                                           

Craig Sawyer & https://vets4childrescue.org/                                                                                                

We were able to share those amazing stories with Brother Craig Sawyer who came. Let's give it 

up for Craig Sawyer and Vets for Child Rescue, folks. (Applause) It was amazing. Many, many 

miracles this week. We had a pretty busy week. Shout out to Jim and Hiromi-san and the 

Stephens clan. Praise God! (Applause) They housed Craig Sawyer. He stayed with them; they 

took care of him, fed him, loved on him. And he had such an amazing time. He actually spent 

four days with us. That man is busy, busy, busy; running all the time. He said he's been running 

twenty years nonstop without any breaks or anything. So, he said, “I got to really take Sabbath.” I 

said, “Bro, this is God's commandment, man; you have to.” And when he was leaving, again I said, 

“Brother, you got to come back to Tennessee. Sabbath. Remember Sabbath.” “Yes. Yes sir. Sabbath. Yes, 

sir.” You know, it's very important to have Sabbath training and a day of rest.  

Craig Sawyer had an amazing time. We took him to the Tale of the Dragon. This time we had so 

much time for bonding, fellowship and sharing; sharing our faith. Kook J-Hyung, Gregg, the 

guys here, everybody that was helping, were able to be with him and we had amazing talks. All 

day long we were able to fellowship; all day long we were able to talk about God and Christ. 

He's in a stage in his life where he's so in love with the Father. It's so amazing and so inspiring 

to see that kind of man with such an open, tender heart, But very, very, powerful indeed as 

well. So please keep praying for Craig Sawyer and Vets4Child Rescue. They're doing a very, 

very, important work and of course they need support.  
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He stayed because he was in Nashville doing some other meetings and interviews. Then I said, 

“Hey brother, you're in Nashville. Donnie Jr. is coming in one week.” I was like, “Hey, stay here. You 

can hang out with us here in East Tennessee. And then let's go to the Donnie Jr. event together.” 

Nothing promised. We don't know if we're going to meet Donnie Jr. because millions of people 

will be there. Everybody wants to say something to Donnie. It's a packed stadium. Remember, 

there’s President Trump, and then it's Donald Trump Jr. He's literally the second most wanted 

man in a good way in the world. Wanted by the Left in a way; wanted by people who like 

freedom in another way.  

                                                                                                                                                                                        

In Prison for Hate Speech and Jan 6                                                                                                         

Donnie Jr., he's done like 500 hours of congressional testimony because they want to try him for 

treason, which is punished by death. And of course, President Trump, they're trying to give him 

750 years for questioning the election, even though they have questioned the elections 

constantly since Bush. Of course, since they're the leftist party, the Uniparty, they can do it and 

it's fine, but if President Trump as the outsider does it, well now, now, he's going to be 

destroyed. And with all these indictments, the total year count that they want to put him away 

for is 753 years, but he's not going to last 750 years.  

You understand the type of symbology they're using. The reason why they want to put him 

away that many years is because it puts fear into the public; people get scared. The population 

has become so normal. Normal conservatives have been so normalized that, “Prison is the worst 

thing in the world. If they put me in prison my life is ruined.” This is how the normal conservative is 

thinking. That's because they're supposed to be law-abiding citizens. We’ve had forty, fifty 

years of presidents and all that, saying, “We're law-abiding, we're law-abiding, we listen to the rules, 

we play by the rules.” This has been their talking points. All their kids have grown up believing 

that going to prison is the WORST thing in the world. This is the kind of culture.  

And you can see that people are petrified, especially now that they're going after journalists. 

The feds are going after Owen Schroyer, who is an Infowars reporter. He's a reporter. 

https://banned.video/channel/war-room-with-owen-shroyer They want to put him away for 

120 days. What they are saying is that he did not commit any crime but he spoke wrong. He did 

hate speech and they're trying to put him in the pen for 120 days. This is in America now. 

Canada's coming here. You see that? Australia, all that crap in Europe; some folks here from 

Europe, you guys have that. They're now trying to push it on America. They're trying to arrest 

the first alternative news reporter and put him in prison for 120 days.  

And of course, what's happening? All these guys like the Proud Boys. The Proud Boys, they 

were the younger patriot men who said, “We're not going to let Antifa beat up our grandpas and 

grandmas. If Antifa fights us, we're going to freakin’ fight them. We're going to beat them up.” They 

took out a strong stance. And Enrique Tarrio who was the leader, he got, what? 22 years in 

prison. He wasn't even at January 6 but they put him away for 22 years. 

https://edition.cnn.com/2023/09/05/politics/enrique-tarrio-sentencing-proud-boys-seditious-

conspiracy/index.html Joe Biggs who was under him I guess he got what? 17 years. Joe Biggs 

got 17 years who was also part of the Proud Boys. 
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Bravery in the Face of Tyranny                                                                                                         

Kook Jin Nim made such an amazing point to Craig about this issue. SO amazing! Craig even 

said before he left, “Man, what Justin said about that was so good, I thought it was an excellent point.“ 

He said the problem with a lot of these organizations is that they don't have a strategist. It's like 

they're being run by NCOs (Non-commissioned Officers) or just foot soldiers. They're tactical 

fighters but there are no war strategists. They're kind of run by young guys who don't know a 

lot and who can't see the big picture. They just want to not let Antifa beat up grandpa and 

grandma. He told Craig, Enrique Tarrio, the Proud Boys and Joe Biggs had such a huge 

opportunity. Instead of saying, “Oh, please, please, don't give us… We really apologize,” and 

apparently, they were crying, “My daughter I only have one daughter and I'm going to prison for …” 

They did a plea bargain and tried to reduce the sentence of 33 years to 22. So, they got it 

reduced.  

But the point is: in that scenario you must not repent; no sins have been committed. They have 

committed no crimes. They were going to peacefully protest; they were going to protest 

exercising their constitutional right. They should say, “Give me 50 years. You only got 33, you little 

pieces of crap. Give me 80 years. Come on, you little...” They should have gone harder. Why? 

Because you have to teach the males in society how to be men. If these tough guys get in prison 

and say, “Oh, I'm so sorry. My daughter is going to be all alone for the next 22 years.”. Well, they only 

cut you down 10 years; she's still going to be alone for 17. You see what I’m saying? So, crying 

about it won't help. 

If they're persecuting you unjustly you have to call out the injustice. You have to say, “Screw 

you! This is a kangaroo court! We're living in a commie land. All of you people will be damned to hell by 

the Lord Jesus Christ and I rebuke you.” You have to go strong. “All you got is 33 years? (Applause) I 

ain't scared of 33 years in prison. It's a country club in there anyway. Give me 80 years! Come on! Give 

me 750 years like President Trump!” That's what you have to do; that's the kind of bravery. That 

kind of bravery is infectious. If they came out with that kind of bravery, then everybody in the 

whole freedom side would be like, “Holy crap, that's how you are brave.” Everybody's so scared, 

because they're putting these people on trial, and they're sending them to the pen, so people are 

scared. All these conservatives have been brainwashed to believe that, “Oh, going to jail is the end 

of your life!”  

No, that wasn't Father’s attitude; that wasn’t Jesus' attitude. Father could have escaped jail. He 

didn't have to go to Danbury prison because he was out of the country. He didn't have to come 

back in the country; he shouldn't go to jail for tax evasion of about $1,200. Give me a freakin’ 

break! Father said, “You're going to put me in jail? Fly to Washington DC right now.” He came right 

back; he flew right in and he said, “Put me in jail. Go ahead.” Why? Because every other 

government had put him in jail. Father knew that jail is not the end of your life. Many times, it's 

the beginning of a new chapter that God is going to use. 

But the population has lost it. They're so scared of being in prison. They have lost the bravery of 

the Founding Fathers who were not scared of being in prison. They were all going to be dead 

men; if they lost the war, they were going to be dead men.  
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The Proud Boys                                                                                                                                      

This was an opportunity for the Proud Boys who are proud. They say, “We're proud to the end, 

baby! Proud Boys for life!” They could have done that. That would have become a rap song, no 

question about it. You know what I'm saying? That would have started training and educating 

all the young bloods and all the young people about what it means to be brave in the face of 

tyranny. You don't just cower because you're going to get a reduction from 33 years to 22 years. 

You're not going to see your dang kid anyway then. So, at that point it's not about your kid 

anymore. You know what I mean?  

It's about standing up for the principles. You didn't do anything wrong. You're being 

persecuted politically by a kangaroo court in DC, and the whole nation is watching how you 

will respond; the whole dang nation is watching. This is what I mean to have strategists. That's 

why strategists are very important, such as generals and these kinds of people in the military. 

They are not only all tactical fighters; they are leaders and they are strategists that understand 

this game of warfare. The whole nation has eyeballs on that situation, especially with the Proud 

Boys, because they were big, they were clashing with Antifa.  

Imagine if those two boys came on and said, “Proud Boys to the end, baby! Proud Boys!” maybe 

with some gang sign, Proud Boys stuff, whatever, and they just went in hard, “We're not scared 

of you. We didn't do nothing WRONG. We are honest, constitutionalist; we are proud and we LOVE 

America.” Oh, Golly! People would be crying. There would be songs all about; they’d be writing 

songs about, “The Proud Boys in DC; the Proud Boys north of Richmond.” You understand? It 

would become a whole social cultural phenomenon and it would teach the young people, 

“Don't be scared of prison. That's how they're going to bring you fear.” Especially the males, because 

the girls naturally because of their eggs they're going to be more anxious about being separated 

from the babies. But the men especially in time of war cannot be; they have to do the opposite. 

They have to show what it means to be a man in that hour. 

President Trump, thank God, he's doing it. See? He's doing it. 

President Trump is doing it! The Proud Boys are not as big as 

President Trump, but HE's doing it. He's being indicted, you 

understand? He's being prosecuted with RICO charge saying that 

he's a mob boss, with over 750 years looming over his head and 

treason, and that's a death penalty. But what is he doing? He's 

being an OG gangster; he is being a tough, tough, gangster, a good man, a good gangster. He's 

being like Geoge Washington gangster. And he is showing courage. He’s saying, “Indict me 

again, go ahead.” It's a witch hunt. He just keeps going; he's showing he's not scared. But is he 

scared? Of course, he's scared; he's a man. He's older, so he's lived his life. But he's showing 

bravery. 

You got to have the younger guys do that too. The older folks see President Trump as a role 

model but since the age gap is so big, the younger people need younger people to stand in that 

gap too and show bravery like Trump, “Indict me. Come on! More, more, more. Hit me with RICO 

more, more, more.” You see? 
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No Time for Fear                                                                                                                                                      
You look at these hardened criminals that go in and out of the pen; they're in this gang, the 

Crips and the Bloods, or whatever it is, and they're not scared of going to jail anymore. They're 

not scared. They're like, “Yeah, I'll take a break from the streets. I'll go to jail. Don't cry for me, 

Mama.” No, at that point, you're not crying; you're just going. You just go, and come back in a 

couple of years. They're not scared. But the normal population has become so pacified; they’re 

TERRIFED!   

I saw this one report talking about Owen Shroyer’s case. The reporter was saying, “Well, this is 

TERRIFYING!” Tim Pool and these guys on YouTube,” This is TERRIFYING that now they're 

coming after reporters.” https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG749Dj4V2fKa143f8sE60Q    

NO! You have huge platforms. USE them! STOP saying you're terrified. Keep speaking the truth 

and tell them, “Come on, FBI, get me. As a journalist, I will go in for Owen Shroyer.” Owen Shroyer, 

they got a plea deal and they got his case reduced. But think about it, they're not creating the 

strategic narrative that the Left is constantly creating. They have to go on the path of 

martyrdom and say, “I don't give more crap about my life than the freedom of this country and my 

grandchildren.” And that can't be words.  

They have to do that when they're in that gauntlet where they're being taken, and they have the 

one opportunity to say something to the news that can go worldwide. It’s like, “Give me 

LIBERTY or give me DEATH!” Famous iconic statements that were made. But those are made all 

in the clutch; they're not made in peace time. They're made when it's so scary. That type of 

supernatural bravery is what America needs; we absolutely need this type of bravery.  

Every pastor in the whole freakin’ country should be telling the people, “People, it's not the end of 

the world if they come and try to arrest everybody. Prison is not the end of the world. DON’T let them 

use that as a fear tactic.” You see what I'm saying? Every Christian especially should be educated 

on this. Did Jesus go to prison? Was he whipped by guards? That was a prison; he was detained 

and he was whipped. Did Paul go to prison? Yes, they ALL went to the freakin’ prison. Did all 

of you first-gen go to prison? Pretty much.  

But, as this weak and soft generation, we've been taught, “Oh, going to prison; it's the END of our 

LIVES. Oh, it's the end, it's the end; we're done, we're done.” That's what communists want you to 

believe. Nelson Mandela was in prison twenty-seven years. Then he came out and became 

president; he took over the whole country.  Unfortunately, he went the commie direction. 

Gandhi was in prison. Martin Luther King was imprisoned. EVERYBODY was imprisoned. But 

they want everybody to be scared of prison. 

In the West prisons have become such that you actually have three meals a day and you have 

TV and HBO and libraries and gyms and weight rooms. Oh my gosh! Only if you support 

Trump, then they put you in solitary confinement with a mop and a five-gallon drum where 

you have to go poo in. But if you live in a tiny home, that's nothing new. (Laughing) 

                                                                                                                                                     

Opportunity to Show Bravery                                                                                                               

The point is, the apparatus of Satan operates on fear that they can put into the people. But when 
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they're doing this to journalists, well, the journalists should say, “This is an outrage. Owen Shroyer 

should be free. Put me in prison 120 days in Owen’s stead.” Imagine if the younger journalists were 

saying that, instead of coming out on their YouTube channel, “This is a terrifying day in America; 

this is terrifying. They’re putting a journalist in for a hundred and twenty days.”                                                

Where do you think it was going? Of course, it was going to get there sometime. Everybody 

knew. You’ve been talking about it the last three years; you were talking about this EXACT 

thing and it's here. Why is it terrifying? You knew it was coming. 

But those things matter because a lot of people watch them and then they're being trained, “Oh, 

this is terrifying. Oh, going to prison is the END of the world.” You see what I'm saying? They're 

being trained like this; this is social programming. WHY aren't the churches, why aren't the 

journalists, why on the Left and on the Right, aren't they saying? “Hey, look at Trump! He's 

showing bravery. Everybody's got to be brave. They're going to try to lock everybody up but it's not the 

end of the world because God's going to win. Look at Trump! He's been a great leader. We have to be 

leaders on a local level like him with balls of gold.” (Laughing) There's one song about Trump it says, 

“I don't have gold teeth; I got gold toilets.”   

The point is people have to be taught how to do it; they have to see it. They have to learn about 

it; they have to be taught to think about this stuff. Not just, “OH! Terrifying. It's terrifying. It's 

come. Oh, it's terrifying. It's come. Oh, it's terrifying. What a dark day in America. It's terrifying!” 

NO! The time of OPPORTUNITY has come; the time of opportunity has come to show 

BRAVERY, as Trump is doing it by the way. He's super OG gangster right now; he's showing it. 

He was crying. Did you see him at yesterday's event in Iowa. He paused and he started 

breaking down in tears. It’s shaking him because he's so sad about what's happening in the 

country. I can't remember what he was talking about, how he made the economy good and 

everything and he just kind of stopped. Everybody was quiet there. So obviously it’s affecting 

him, but spiritually he's still going hard. He's showing the supernatural courage that normal 

people cannot even fathom. All that normal people are fathoming is terror, “I'm terrified. Oh my 

gosh, this journalist is terrified, that pundit is terrified, that person is terrified; this is a dark day in 

America.” This is all they're hearing. They're not hearing anything like, “Be brave in this moment of 

darkness.”  

Those people who are getting arrested, when they have the spotlight on them… This is for 

every patriot. If they come to arrest any patriot and try to put him in for 33 years or 22 years, or 

whatever, they have then the opportunity to tell them in front of the court and TVs, “This is a 

kangaroo court. America has been taken over by a communist system. We are overrun by outside forces 

and I will never, never, concede my constitutional rights. I'm happy to go in for 33 years. Give me more; 

give me more years. Give me 70 years. Come on!” Imagine if they did that. Now with the narrative 

of fear everybody's begging, “Oh, please reduce my sentence by ten years; please reduce it,” 

Everybody's begging. Imagine if nobody was begging; if everybody was saying, “F- you! Put me 

in for life! You're going to have to kill me to shut me up!” Imagine this. Now they cannot move their 

program forward. 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

Patriots Have to Laugh in the Face of Danger                                                                                            

This is what happened in Europe; everybody was crying and begging. This is what happened in 
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Australia and New Zealand; everybody was crying and begging. Canada the same. America 

can't go down there. We have seen what the other white countries did; it failed. AMERICA is 

the original OG, the gangster country; we broke off from the British like gangsters. So, the 

Founding Fathers were gangsters; they were good gangsters, good cowboys, good rebels, good 

Luke Skywalkers. They gave it to the British.  

But that has been so separated from our culture; there's no more supernatural bravery. 

Everybody's talking about, “Yes! We need revival! We need revival! “But if you only have revival 

and you just are asking Christ for healing and asking for personal things, and blessings and 

things like that, what is the focus then of the church? Especially in this time of tribulation, the 

church should be asking God for supernatural courage, martyr-like courage to not be scared of 

the furnace, to not be scared of the jail cell.  

God! I mean in the past if you got caught, they’d cut your head off. They’d freakin’ kill you. 

They can't just kill you like this in the modern world. They got to put you in the pen; they got to 

put you in prison. But you see that the cultural narrative is dominated by fear. And the 

conservatives perpetuate this by constantly saying, “This is so terrifying; this is so terrifying.” And 

then when they get persecuted, they don't stand up to it.  

Only Trump is actually doing it. He's the most popular conservative in the world, and he's 

showing a tremendous example, but it almost feels like, “Only Trump can do it. He's built like that; 

nobody else can do it.” That's what everybody else feels. But imagine if everybody who was in the 

MAGA movement who was getting thrown in the pen, said, “Trump 2024!” before they went in, 

or, something iconic.  

Everybody that they throw in, their spirit will be breaking; it will be breaking. The narrative 

they're trying to create is that these are bad people. Why? Because they're trying to give their 

jackboot thugs confidence, “Look, these Trumpers, these mactards, they won't do anything. They're 

weak; they're actually all cowards. So, if we take out Trump, they're all done. We'll make this into 

Europe.” That's their attitude. That's why the conservative movement is almost like a desire. 

Because in the conservative movement nobody is standing up strong except for Trump, we 

want other tough gangsters to stand up now. We want that. It's like, “Oh, man. That guy, he's all 

tattooed. I mean he's a gangster. Hey, you need to run.” There's a whole new landscape where 

people are so thirsty for real bravery because they culturally cannot make it themselves. They 

don't know what it looks like. There's no examples of it. Trump is the only example. So, 

everybody's just watching Trump. He's one example and everybody's trying to destroy him and 

assassinate him or kill him. And now he's crying at events, so they were celebrating. The deep 

state was celebrating watching him cry, break down at the event. I'm sure they were laughing, 

“Oh, he's breaking. Yeah. he's breaking. Good.”  

It's in this type of atmosphere that all Christians, all patriots have to be strong and they have to 

laugh in the face of danger; they have to laugh in the face of fear. When they say they're going 

to give you 30 years, they have to LAUGH at it and say, “You people are totally illegitimate. Your 

system of thievery will only destroy yourselves, and God will come and judge you. I don't want plea 

bargain. I don't want this or that. I'm not going to say I committed any crime because I didn't.” You see 
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what I'm saying? That has to be the standard of what everybody's doing. Then imagine if 

everybody who's getting unjustly locked up is doing that. Imagine that. 

When Trump gets in, he's going to free everybody anyway. If you are a major leader of one of 

these organizations that helped him in the MAGA movement, he's going to free you. You're 

going to be out. And when you come out, you'll probably be the next president of the United 

States; you'll be the next senator or congressman. The whole population will be so grateful 

because you showed courage. Because when everybody was scared of going to prison, you said, 

“I'm ready to go to the country club. Come on! “See, that's a different level. Young people have to 

see that; they can't imagine that. They hear this, but it goes out the other ear because they can't 

see it. So, all these leaders who are getting thrown in, they have to show that. They have to 

stand up like that. 

See, that's the difference. If all these people were doing that, they would be exposed as being 

totalitarian commies trying to destroy their dissident opposing-view holding people. Their 

heavy hand of tyranny would be more exposed. When there's all this begging and, “Please, 

please, please. Give me less, give me less. I'm sorry. I'm sorry.” If there's this kind of attitude, well 

then, they feel EMPOWERED. They feel EMBOLDENED; the bad cops under them feel 

EMBOLDENED. That's how it works. So that's not good. That's why it's fighting; it's a battle. In 

warfare there are all these types of issues as well; communicating the messages, building 

narrative, all this is critical to psychological warfare which exists during warfare.  

                                                                                                                                                                 

Time to Teach the Young People How to be Brave                                                                                           

So, every church should literally be teaching this kind of stuff. They've got to be brave. And it's 

coming for you, by the way. If you cower now… It's just a matter of time. You're next; you may 

be a couple of months down the road, but you're next. They are coming for everybody. The 

communists, when they take over, they do genocide of millions of people. They're coming after 

every, every conservative. They don't care who you are. They don't care how nice you think you 

are. They'll kill you. You’ll die. They're coming anyway. This is the gauntlet, and in that 

gauntlet, there has to be the demonstration of supernatural bravery, supernatural courage; 

people who are not clinging to their earthly life but clinging to their Heavenly Father in 

HEAVEN. They've got to see that and say, “Wow that's what it means. Holy crap! That guy's got 

balls of steel. Dang!” The people have to see that. 

The point is if they understood the strategic game of warfare then they would understand this. 

And they would know that every time one of the patriots got locked up and he had a big profile 

and had a big stage and he said iconic things before he went away with demonstrating 

supernatural courage, number one he'd be so famous that when Trump gets in or somebody 

good gets in, they’ll free him. He'll be freed. But at the same time, he will become like 

legendary. Those words will ring down the generations. Like Oliver Anthony's song that's 

starting to ring in people's ears. Rich Men North of Richmond. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqSA-SY5Hro 

But again, those are just songs that are kind of talking about the issue, “It's sad. I wish I'd wake up 

and all would not be true.” It's emotional, but it's not the type of legendary words that would ring 
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true in the hearts of patriots. But if you're being persecuted and tossed in the pen and you said, 

“1776 FOREVER! America will NEVER DIE!  You commies will FAIL and God's judgment…” 

Imagine that. Holy crap! Now those words are ringing. It's not just complaining about feeling 

sad. Now the words that are ringing through the whole community of conservatives is 

BRAVERY. People don't know how to tap into that until they see people risk their lives to do it. 

Isn't that incredible?  

By the way, Craig Sower, he just got blown away by this, “That is so true, brother. “Since Craig 

Sawyer has been in so much warfare, and he's been in psychological operations and all that, he 

was like, “That is so true.” Of course, we had great talks about the Divine Principle, but that 

really hit hard. He even said, “I feel they're going to get me one day; we're all on the list anyway.”  

But all these personalities on internet, YouTube channels, all they're talking about is, “This is 

terrifying, this is a terrifying day. They're actually going to come after me. This is terrifying; this is 

terrifying.” Okay, well, when you have a big platform like that and they do come after you, 

you've got to teach people how to be brave. That's the time; the performance is right there. The 

moment has come to educate the entire generation or make it more scared. Do you see how it 

works? That's why Father went to prison. He could have stayed out of the country but he came 

back, “TAKE me. I've done nothing wrong. I pray for you. Don't cry for me, cry for America.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Understand Strategy & Warfare                                                                                                                

So, these are moments in the war where patriots need to understand strategy and the nature of 

warfare. It is not all kinetic. The side that's trying to push totalitarianism has to convince the 

population that what it's doing is righteous; it's good. They're getting rid of the domestic 

terrorist mactards. They're getting rid of this problem that's in society, like the Jews or whatever 

it is. They have to convince the population that what they're doing is actually good. That's the 

building of narrative; they have to do that in warfare. When young people think about warfare, 

it's more like they think you're just shooting guns at each other.  

NO! There are all sorts of operations in warfare and there's the kinetic stuff that comes later on, 

but in a civil war a lot of it is psychological, a lot of it is propaganda. Both sides are trying to 

make arguments and trying to get the population to follow them and risk their life to stand on 

their side. Because in warfare the other side wants to kill you; they actually want to kill you. 

Those commies when they get in power they actually want to kill and destroy and wreck your 

life if you are on the other side. And history shows that those communists will KILL you; the 

totalitarians will kill you. You can't be nice, you can't beg; they'll just laugh at you and go, 

“bam.” You've submitted. Submitting doesn't make it better, it makes it WORSE. 

That's why these revolutions are usually not led by females; females naturally just submit when 

they're scared. When they're scared of physical violence, the females will just submit, “Oh, don’t 

kill me. Don’t kill me.” That's why males have to be the ones that are like, “I won't be scared of 

dying.” The males have to be the strong ones because they're the head of the house. Especially 

when the thugs are here. And that's everywhere in the world by the way; it's not only in 

America. It's there everywhere. They're here, meaning in every country; some worse than 

others. America is still way better than everywhere else.  
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We Are in a War                                                                                                                                       

But they are now pushing it harder, folks. And of course, as Michelle Obama is going to be 

running in 2024 probably, get ready for the race card game. 

https://www.wionews.com/world/desperate-democrats-are-urging-michelle-obama-to-run-

for-president-report-630812 Get ready, every day being told that if you don't vote for Michelle 

Obama, you are a RACIST. You are a RACIST. Watch! Watch! You know it's going to be freakin’ 

every day, every minute of every hour; it’s going to be hammered every day. And they're going 

to get people quite whipped up. BLM is back on the streets again They're going to get people 

whipped up; they're getting funded again. There are going to be fights and clashes and riots 

and crap like that. It's coming. 

So, people have to be prepared for this wave of constant onslaught of being called, “racist, racist, 

racist.” You can't even bring up Michelle Obama in a place because some person will get 

triggered and say, “You racist!” This scares people in the normal life. They just wanted to go 

shopping in peace at Walmart and then all of a sudden, they're in a fight because they don't like 

Michelle Obama, while they're buying cranberry juice or whatever the juice. But it's stupid. “Let 

me just shop for my cranberry juice in peace.” Normal people want that.  

What they do is they bring it right to you; they bring these radicals right in your face so you get 

scared. That's part of the tactic, to get those radicals widespread enough so that they pick fights 

and terrorize and scare white suburban women who are going shopping. Since the girls will get 

scared easier, they will target the girls to frighten them. 100%. This kind of crap is coming; 

unfortunately, it's coming.  

Because if Trump gets back in, he's going to hit them hard, hard, hard, hard, and they know 

that. They know they've been committing all these crimes. They know they stole the election. 

They know they've been money laundering in Ukraine, billions of dollars. They're total 

hardened criminals, folks; they're psychotic criminals. They don't care what they do. As Craig 

Sawyer was saying, “They don't care. Genocide for them it's a great decision; it's excellent. Of course, 

we have to genocide everybody who disagrees with the government.” It's just a natural decision 

because these psychopaths have been allowed to be raised to power and they have been 

allowed to embezzle and steal and make huge money laundering programs to Ukraine and start 

world wars and kill millions of people without any retribution. Nothing! They can do whatever 

the heck they want. They can steal your tax payment; they can do whatever they want. They can 

traffic and lose 85,000 children. I mean, give me a break! They have a kids’ program, where 

they're supposed to be protecting kids and they lose 85,000. Can you imagine if a church had a 

daycare and they lost 85,000 children? I'm sure they'd be in court.                                               

https://www.newsweek.com/under-joe-biden-undocumented-children-missing-1812728 

But of course, the government, they don't care about 85,000 children gone. It doesn't matter. 

Money laundering billions of dollars into Ukraine; billions, billions of dollars. Who cares? They 

all get rich. They all buy their fifth, sixth house on the beach while they claim global warming 

and the oceans are rising; but they bought their houses on the dang beach. Anyway, you 

understand folks, you all know this, but it's like people don't have a memory, they forget. They 

lose their memory. This is a time when America is in a war; it's under attack. As Craig Sawyer 
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said, “How can you fight something if you don't even know you're in a war? How can you fight it? It's 

not possible. “  

                                                                                                                                                                                       

Zephaniah chapter 3                                                                                                                 

Let's read Zephaniah 3 really quick, because it's very related. Zephaniah is one of the Minor 

Prophets in the Old Testament. He is prophesying and warning people at the time of King 

Josiah which is right before the end of the Southern Kingdom of Judah. The people of Judah and 

basically the tribes of Israel have become evil. They worshiped Baal, they did Asherah worship, 

sex cult prostitution, everything; they were doing it all because it was a cool thing to do. Now, 

King Josiah is trying to change that. He's actually breaking down altars; he's tearing down 

statues of these demonic entities. He's trying to save the country. He's trying to save the country 

by destroying the Baal worship centers and all that crap and trying to get into the temple once 

again the belief and the sacrifices for Jehovah and Yahweh. He's in that time. But the 

Babylonians are coming; they're coming. So, we're in Zephaniah chapter 3 today. 

1 Woe to her that is filthy and polluted, to the oppressing city!                                                                       
2 She obeyed not the voice; she received not correction; she trusted not in the Lord; she drew not near to 

her God.                                                                                                                                                                         
3 Her princes within her are roaring lions; her judges are evening wolves; they gnaw not the bones till the 

morrow.                                                                                                                                                                       

Look at that! Doesn’t that sound like America? That sounds like America, right? The princes are 

roaring lions; the judges are evening wolves. They’re all predators; they’re trying to kill you. They 

gnaw not the bones till the morrow. Do you see how they patiently destroy you? They patiently, 

patiently strip you down. They put the bone aside and wait till tomorrow to gnaw on it.  

4 Her prophets are light and treacherous persons: her priests have polluted the sanctuary, they have done 

violence to the law.                                                                                                                                                   

Because all those priests who were supposed to worship God and be ruled by His moral 

compass and moral cultural framework, they adopted other gods, Baal and Asherah and 

adopted what? Other moral cultural spheres. So, Zephaniah also rebukes them, “You started 

wearing the clothes of all these foreign wives. You're bringing in their culture; you're normalizing their 

culture of selling children and sex prostitution temples.” 

5 The just Lord is in the midst thereof; he will not do iniquity: every morning doth he bring his judgment 

to light, he faileth not; but the unjust knoweth no shame.                                                                                                     

That literally sounds like the Congress and the Senate. We're in it, folks. This is it!  

6 I have cut off the nations: their towers are desolate; I made their streets waste, that none passeth by: their 

cities are destroyed, so that there is no man, that there is none inhabitant.                                                                            
7 I said, Surely thou wilt fear me, thou wilt receive instruction; so their dwelling should not be cut off, 

howsoever I punished them: but they rose early, and corrupted all their doings.                                                        
8 Therefore wait ye upon me, saith the Lord, until the day that I rise up to the prey: for my determination 

is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the kingdoms, to pour upon them mine indignation, even all 

my fierce anger: for all the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my jealousy. 
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What is God saying? He's going to destroy His own people. God is going to pour out righteous 

indignation on His people that have turned from Him. The time has come; the time of judgment 

has come. That is what he's saying.  

9 For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to 

serve him with one consent.                                                                                                                                    
10 From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia my suppliants, even the daughter of my dispersed, shall bring mine 

offering.                                                                                                                                                                              
11 In that day shalt thou not be ashamed for all thy doings, wherein thou hast transgressed against me: for 

then I will take away out of the midst of thee them that rejoice in thy pride, and thou shalt no more be 

haughty because of my holy mountain.                                                                                                                     

God’s judgment of fire is coming. He's going to bring down the haughty; He's going to bring 

down all those who sold out to Babylon. 

12 I will also leave in the midst of thee an afflicted and poor people, and they shall trust in the name of 

the Lord.                                                                                                                                                                                    
13 The remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak lies; neither shall a deceitful tongue be found in 

their mouth: for they shall feed and lie down, and none shall make them afraid.                                                                 

Now, He's talking about a remnant; in that midst of Babylonian submission there has to be a 

remnant. That remnant is what He will use.  

 

  45 GOALS OF COMMUNISM  

https://www.theblaze.com/45-communist-goals 

Okay, let's go quickly to the 45 goals of communism. Craig Sawyer was talking 

about that this week. This was read for the congressional record in 1963. 

Congressman Albert S. Herlong from Florida read the list of 45 communist 

goals for America, into the congressional record. The list is attributed to Cleon 

Skousen. Do you know Cleon Skousen? https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Cleon_Skousen 

He respected Father HUGELY. He came to our conferences quite a bit. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIbhOmab7IM                                                                                             

That's Joel Skousen's uncle. He was a huge fan of Reverend Moon, the Second Coming. He had 

no problem with Rev Moon as the Second coming by the way. He was a Mormon and an expert 

on communism. His nephew, Joel Skousen wrote Strategic Relocation, about relocating in the 

US. https://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Relocation-North-American-Places/dp/1568612621 

This is the Skousen tribe. So he was an expert on communism and he wrote the book Naked 

Communist https://www.amazon.com/s?k=the+naked+communist&i=stripbooks-intl-

ship&ref=nb_sb_noss In 1963 this list of 45 goals of communism was read for the congressional 

record. It is talking about the time when the Soviets and the Russians were in power. Let's look 

at the list. 

1. U.S. should accept coexistence as the only alternative to atomic war.                                                          
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2. U.S. should be willing to capitulate in preference to engaging in atomic war.                                                 

3. Develop the illusion that total disarmament by the U.S. would be a demonstration of 
"moral strength."  

That's Europe literally, right? “Disarmament, disarmament, disarmament! We have done everything to 

disarm ourselves. We are destroying our weapons that protect our country. We're demonstrating moral 

strength.” And then they come up and they say, “We demonstrate faith in God.” It's like going to 

your house and turning off all your alarms, opening all the doors, putting all your money in 

front of the doorways, and saying,” I am demonstrating my faith in God.” No, you're 

demonstrating stupidity, fool! Don't bring God into this! You demonstrate dumbness. Don't you 

dare bring God into this. Come on. “Oh yes, I'm going to go in front of inmates that are all rapists, 

and I'm going to be in a G-string and thong twerking in front of their faces, and I'm going to let them out 

of all their jail cells, but I'm trusting in God.” NO! You're trusting in dumbness. You see how that 

works?  

That's called being stupid. That's not having faculties of DISCERNMENT, which is one of the 

gifts of the Holy Spirit, by the way. You can tell these fools don't know anything about the Holy 

Spirit because they have no disarmament, doing retarded ridiculous things. 

“We disarm our country and we're demonstrating moral strength.” What do they do? They're 

emphasizing the attitude of submission to enemies that are dangerous. That's the culture. “If 

there's danger in the world, well, we'll just submit to it and try to be nice to it. Then there will be world 

peace.” No, that's a very feminine way of thinking. You want to avoid the conflict, you want to 

avoid a fight, you want to avoid a kinetic war. “Oh, I'm scared. I'm scared to fight this person; he's 

bigger than me. He's going to devour me. I'm scared.” This is not what males or warriors should do. 

They're teaching feminism into the population, “Put down your weapons! There are dangerous 

males everywhere around you, but put down your weapons.” NO! Of course not. It's ridiculous. And 

at the same time, remember, in the culture they're pushing “Feminism, feminism, feminism. 

Women are goddesses. Men are crap dogs.” So, they're pushing this stuff while they're doing these 

things; it's all working together.  

4- Permit free trade with all nations regardless of communist affiliation and regardless of 

whether or not items could be used for war.  

Free trade, “we want free trade, free trade”. That just means that now we're going to start trading 

with commies. We're going to make the commies a lot of money. That's what we're going to do. 

We're going to help them build up their weapons. That's what they meant by free trade. Did 

you all know that? Did you think that is what they meant by free trade? NO! You just thought, 

“Oh, I don't want to be racist or ethnocentric. I want to be global.” What THEY meant by free trade 

was we're now going to trade and BUILD up the weapons of the communists. That's what they 

meant by free trade. Because before “free trade”, you couldn't trade with the commie nations. 

America wouldn't trade with them. There would be a stigma if you were supporting trading 

with China. Why? They're commies. They're killing all their people. They're in sweat factories at 

two years old.  
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No, “free trade” is a tricky word, a tricky word. It is a word that sounds like, “We're going to be 

tolerant and we're going to be inclusive and we're going to be trying to help those other nations.” The 

problem is: you're helping the freakin’ totalitarian dictatorships that run harems and sex traffic 

children into the country. Okay, that's the problem; that's a little minor detail they didn't tell 

you when they told you about free trade. What they meant by free trade is open up trade with 

the commie nations, send them money, buy their products, give them money, let them build up 

their weapons. Why? Because they don't listen to the stupid UN. They don't listen to the stupid 

nuclear disarmament laws and these ridiculous mandates that they put. They don't listen. You 

think China is worried about carbon emission? They're pumping out black fumes like it's 

Tuesday. To no end. They're just going to have black smoke, East Palestine smoke, every day. 

They don't give a crash what the stupid UN says. And the UN won't touch them because they're 

communist, so they like them. They'll protect them. 

5. Extend long-term loans to Russia and Soviet satellites. 

That was not only for Russia and the Soviets, that was also for China, etc., as we moved on the 

decades. 

6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of Communist domination 

Even though it's run by a totalitarian that's dominating and oppressing his people and using 

them as slave chattel, well, send the MONEY! That’s a great idea. That's what we've done; we've 

done that.  

7. Grant recognition of Red China and admission of Red China to the U.N.  

Did that happen? Yes. The UN had Red China as the head of the UN Security Council. 

http://en.people.cn/n3/2020/0303/c90000-9664296.html They were charged to protect the 

world from the abuse of totalitarian regimes. Whom do you put in the top security position that 

is supposed to protect the world from totalitarians? The BIGGEST TOTALITARIAN! You put 

him on the top! I mean, give me a break! It's like putting John Gotti as the head of the NYPD or 

something like that. It's ridiculous. But that's what we have done and these communist plans 

have worked in the US. We've done that; we've helped China do it. We've accomplished that 

already.  

8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states in spite of Khrushchev's promise in 1955 
to settle the Germany question by free elections under supervision of the U.N. 

That's one that has passed but the same principle exists. 

 9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests because the U.S. has agreed to suspend tests as 
long as negotiations are in progress. 

That's what has happened with our testing. We've not been able to keep our weapons at 

fighting readiness in proper order because we're not able to test it. But guess who does NOT 

abide by the testing prohibitions? Russia, China. They don't care what the heck you say; they'll 
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do whatever they want. It's meant to weaken us and make our military equipment old and 

haggardly, so that when we have to use them … We're fighting Russia now that has 100,000 

new nuclear warheads, and we got all the old stuff. We don't even know if it will turn on; 

whether or not the light will come on. Russia just built new ones and they've been testing them. 

So has China. See how that works? 

10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the U.N. 

That basically mean to let any communist nation into the UN, which they have done, by the 

way. They've done it.  

11. Promote the UN as the only hope for mankind. If its charter is rewritten, demand that it 

be set up as a one world government with its own independent armed forces. 

Which they've written. They have the UN forces. They have the coalition forces “work together” 

and they wear UN badges as they carry out military operations in different countries, and rape 

children, by the way. The UN forces have been caught in Africa raping tons of children. And 

nobody gets caught or nobody gets punished because they're the UN armed forces. 

12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist Party in the US.  

13. Do away with loyalty oaths  

This culture of, “You have to abide by your promises”, still exists in the more rural areas of 

America; you still have to abide by your promises. That’s a value that everybody thinks is 

normal and that everybody knows. It's just not true in DC, etc.; they don't abide by that value. 

That doesn't exist. You understand? There are no loyalty oaths. They do not exist. Everything is 

done by blackmail. 

14. Continue getting Russia access to US patent office.  

This is with China as well. By the US having a patent office, they can control what new 

inventions can be created. If you're not patented, then they can go after you. If you have a great 

idea, they can give it or sell it to different enemy nations. If there's a great invention, they can 

secretly take that patent, steal it, and sell it. It's a very corrupt thing. People who just invent 

stuff should be able to invent stuff; even though you do have to protect intellectual property. 

That is important; that is one of the rules of laws.  

15. Capture one or both of the political parties in the US.  

This is obvious. They've done both; they've gotten both parties. Look at these weak 

Republicans! They have not stopped the Ukraine war; they have not stopped the funding. 

They've got control of the House and McCarthy won’t do anything. They won’t even impeach 

the dang Biden. They won't do anything. They're not releasing the footage for the J6 prisoners 

which they promised they’d do. They’ve lied about everything. So, both parties are obviously 

the Uniparty, which we’ve been talking about for decades. They have become a Uniparty and 

they've been taken over.  
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That’s why Father said to Bush, “You are the king of Satan’s world.” He did not want Bush to start 

the Iraqi war based on 16 Saudi Arabian agents blowing up the World Trade Center on 9/11, 

and then Dick Cheney and Halliburton going in and raping the Iraqis with billions of dollars of 

oil. Father did not want that. He said, “If you go to this war, you will bring destruction to America.” 

What happened after 9/11? It was the Patriot Act. The Constitution is gone. It's the destruction 

of America. Twenty years ago, Father was prophesying this to Bush telling him “You are the king 

of Satan’s world; you’re a demon since you now go down this route.” Again, free will and greed of the 

Washington elites wrecking the whole world; even twenty years ago Father was rebuking them. 

But we have a Uniparty now.  

16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken basic American institutions by claiming 
their activities violate civil rights.  

That's already been done. Look at the ADL coming after Elon Musk. Now they're going to be in 

a legal battle.  

17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for Socialism and current 
Communist propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get control of teachers’ associations. Put the 
party line in textbooks. 

These are strategic. They are done by think tanks and intellectuals on the Left who say, “These 

are the key areas of sight which we need to take over.” They strategically do that in about a thirty, 

forty, fifty-year period and they keep working at it, working at it, working at it. Meanwhile, the 

Republicans are just sitting on their hands and they’re electing criminals to go in and represent 

them while they're part of the Uniparty. That's what we got with the Republican Party now 

acting the way it does. They're trying to get Trump to sign the OATH that whomever they 

chose, he must support. Whomever the GOP committee selects as the candidate, Trump must 

support; which means it’s not going to be him. And Trump said, “No! Of course not.” 

That's why they didn’t even let Donald Trump junior into the event at the GOP debates. They 

didn’t let him into the building; they did not even let him on the media stage. 

Oh. my gosh! Woah! Donald Trump Jr., the President's son; they didn’t let 

him in. Incredible! Total cabal!                                                                                                        

By the way, shout-out to TFA, (TN Firearms Association) 

https://tennesseefirearms.com/ John Harris and all the folks that were 

praying and of course Bro Donnie and Uncle Trump. Donnie Jr. signed the 

“Pray for Uncle Trump” MAGA truck, that you see outside. (Applause) 

18. Gain control of all student newspapers. 

Yes, they did that. See, they went all the way to the grassroots. They're quite thorough, 

thorough, thorough, thorough.  

19. Use students riots to foment public protests against programs or organizations that are 

under communist attack. 
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Like BLM, like Antifa. The federal bureaucracies, they're commies; they're commie 

organizations. They're centralized, deep state, secret society organizations, which can classify 

everything, and they don't have to show you what the heck they're doing. Even though they're 

assassinating and murdering people, they don't have to show you crap. They don't have to 

show you anything. That's obviously a communist system. As those things get exposed, which 

they are, the FBI, the CIA are being exposed. 

Literally, I mean, Laura Loomer has the police arresting the neo-Nazi from Ukraine, who was a 

US citizen, in prison many times. He committed violent crimes, etc., but they recruited him in 

Ukraine. He fought in Ukraine, killing Russians in Ukraine, and he's a Nazi; he's a white 

supremacist. Literally he's a Nazi, and the federal government has him in the United States 

trying to foment racial tension and trying to start race wars in America; a whole group of these 

guys, from Ukraine.  

Laura Loomer caught them on camera and the police are looking up their charts and saying, 

“This guy, okay, he has a past of some violent crimes. Oh, I've never seen this before. He's part of a 

terrorist organization.” And then it says, “Contact the FBI, please.” And they're like, “Wow, I've 

never seen that before.” The cops are reading that on their screen when they're doing the 

background check on this guy and he's just sitting there laughing, “Haha, Yeh!” That got leaked 

and Laura Loomer put it up. Which shows what? It shows that the deep state is working with 

Nazis to actually try to start racial wars in America. They're using actual Nazis from freakin’ 

Ukraine to come to American soil and try to start a race riot. And they're actually trying to 

recruit white people, white young kids that are angry, into their organization. They were caught 

on camera. Oh my gosh, give me a break! 

20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of book review assignments, editorial writing, policy-
making positions. 

They've done that.  

21. Get control of key positions, radio, TV, motion pictures.  

They've done that. Fox News is dead. Tucker Carlson is huge with fifty million average viewers 

per episode that he's doing now. He's huge but of course they're now coming after journalists 

and the Russian media is saying, “Tucker Carlson is a dead man. They're going to kill him. They're 

going to assassinate him.” https://www.newsweek.com/tucker-carlson-dead-man-walking-

vladimir-putin-solovyov-1823907 Because he's talking about Obama's gay episodes and he is 

exposing more and more about the deep state and all the lies they’ve been telling us. So, 

Russia's TV is saying that Tucker Carlson is going to be assassinated; that they will kill that 

man. That's what they're predicting on the Russian side. Isn’t that interesting?  

22. Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all form of artistic expression. An 
American Communist cell was told to "eliminate all good sculpture from parks and 
buildings," substituting shapeless, awkward and meaningless forms. 
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As art. Because you don't want any introspection; you don't want any reflection. When you see 

a beautiful piece of art, you don’t want it to be tied to the story of freedom or tied to the story of 

a biblical hero.  

On the Seal that was proposed for the US by Benjamin Franklin, it was what? 

“Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God.” You know that one? What was the 

picture? What was the icons he had there? It was the Exodus, Moses, and 

Egypt, and the Pharaoh. Those were the icons. So, you don't want people to 

see that type of art and associate that with their own sense of bravery. You 

want to get rid of all those things, get rid of those meaningful art pieces, and 

put up shapeless, awkward, weird, ugly, ugly things and exclaim, “That’s so artistic. Oh my gosh, 

I'm so moved. It's a little splatter. I'm going to pay $800,000.” This is the kind of crap you get. The 

actual award-winning abstract art was literally a man's anus. A door where you had to walk 

through to a man's hairy ass was the number one world-winning piece for abstract art. You 

freakin’ sick lunatics! You freaking’ disgusting cockroach-crapped maggots!  

That's what they do. They attack art because art is a way to communicate values, principles, 

stories, narratives, characters and meaning to people that can associate with that. That's why if 

you have biblical pictures all over, people are associating it with, “Wow! I'm an American. I'm like 

the ancient Israelites that fought Pharaoh. Wow! I'm like that kind of person.” You see? If you're 

getting tied in with that narrative, that's bad. They want you tied in with an ugly shapeless 

repulsive meaningless thing and say, “Oh, yes! Everybody's telling me that's beautiful. Yes. Okay, 

it's beautiful. Okay, it's beautiful. Yes. Okay, it's beautiful.” Anything that's beautiful is not 

beautiful; anything that's ugly is beautiful. 

23. Control art critics and directors of art museums. " Our plan is to promote ugliness, 
repulsive, meaningless art." 

You do this to the young kids because they're brain-dead; they're still developing and they're 

easy to be fooled. So, you tell them, “Look at all this amazing abstract art; it's so brilliant. Oh my 

gosh, it's so brilliant. What incredible textures and colors and unbelievable shape and creativeness.” You 

trick them by using this stupid language and this wavy feminine hand gestures. You trick these 

dummies into believing that this is art and that unbalanced unproportional abstract shapeless 

disfigured things are beautiful. That goes against everything that your own instincts know 

about balance.  

So, the purpose of that is what? It is to start changing the psychological mindset of what people 

are attracted to, so that people may no longer be attracted to beauty and beautiful stories and 

heroic stories and heroic characters of the Bible that were incredible in their spirit. That they 

may no longer be attracted to that type of beauty, but be attracted now to ugly, meaningless, a 

little paint tossed on a canvas called art. It means nothing; it means that artist was lazy. That's 

what it means, okay? You're paying double and triple for laziness and no skill. Any fool can 

throw crap on a stupid canvas. Not everybody can draw a proportioned person or face or 

portrait. That's the hardest difficult.  
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24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them “censorship” and violation of free 

speech and free press.  

If you call homosexuals an abomination, you're doing what? Hate speech. You're trying to 

censor people's expression. Jordan Peterson was against them basically legalizing hate speech 

law and they said, “HE's doing hate speech.” And now they're disbarring him, putting him on 

their psychological review and they have a committee of ten psychologists that are going to be 

re-educating him. He's been mandated for how many months of re-education? Was it ten 

months of re-education? So, he said, “Okay, fine. I'm going to put it up all online.” He's going to 

start his own university in November that will cost students $4,000 for the whole university. 

Four years, $4,000. $1,000 a year.  

You don't have to go into debt. You can get top world-class education, working at Dunkin' 

Donuts on your spare time, and pay for your college and not go a cent into debt. Wow! What a 

great… I hope it works well; he has about thirty world-class level professors that he's bringing 

into that system.  

25. Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography and obscenity in 

books, magazines, motion pictures, radio and TV.  

They're teaching kids sex education now and they call it porn literacy. They want to expose 

children to different types of pornography so that they can enjoy it “safely”. Remember how the 

condoms were to prevent STDs, while they INCREASED STDs. Because these young dummies 

are having sex like freakin’ rabbits and they're pulling the dang thing off or it's getting ripped 

and they just keep going. It's for safety and they now want to show your children pornography 

so they can consume pornography “safely”. Do you understand?  

You see how psychotic this is? But it's purposeful. These are master level PhD psychologists. 

Master level, so, they know how to psychologically break down civilizations. It's the whole field 

of human behavioral studies in which they're experts in. They've done tons of studies using 

government taxpayers’ money, doing them for the last forty years. 

Manga 

So, you break down cultural standard, promote pornography and obscenity in books. For 

example, today you Asian moms, where is the place where the gay LGBTQ is being pushed 

heavy? Oh, you thought it was in your school library, or you thought it was in this and that. 

NO! Guess where it's at? It's on your children reading Manga, Manga, Manga anime cartoons. 

You thought that cartoons were the last safe space for children. No, no, no, no, no. You thought 

wrong. What is the new anime? What do they call it? Manga B-Love, Boys love in Manga 

novels. There's a whole genre called B-Love. Guess what that's about? Huh? Gay sex. Gay sex! 

That's what it's about. And they're using more and more explicit material. These men, these 

Manga men who basically look like girls, they're kissing, they're tonguing each other.  

They're hitting your kids EVERYWHERE, folks. You understand? It's strategic, it is planned, 

and it's on purpose because they need to defile and make your children degenerates so they 

don't give a crap about the country. So, they just want their next drug, dopamine hit, sex hit. 
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That's all they want. They’re just stupid druggies and addicts; they're addicts on drugs, addicts 

on pleasure, addicts on sex, and they could care less where the dang country's going. 

But you know, Mr. nice California government will help them. They will use your taxpayer 

money to help them with handing out syringes so that they can do fentanyl safely. They're 

going to have safe spaces where you can dispose of your syringes safely. And then when you're 

all whacked out and you're on tranq looking like a zombie, well you have to go poopy, so when 

you go poopy, they're going to have a little safe space for you to poopy. Just like that lady in 

Britain who was caught in a phone booth taking a plopper; she was taking a plop in the dang 

phone booth. Oh my gosh. It was clear windows. The lady wasn't even trying to hide. Then 

she's getting mad at the other guy saying “Get out of the dang booth! What the hell are you doing in 

the phone booth?” She's getting upset at the guy who's telling her “Don't do that” while she's 

wiping her ashtray in the phone booth. Oh my gosh. I didn't even know they had phone booths 

still but they got them. She's in the phone booth taking a crap in London. This is a joke; we're 

living in a joke. But this is what you get when you culturally dismantle the civilization.  

So, they've done the pornos, the books, the magazines, the motion pictures, radio and TV. And 

of course, we got to add their Manga anime; they’re not safe for your children. Parents, do not 

be stupid; Manga is not safe. They're pushing gay and pedophilic love in there. By the way, 

pedophilic love is not love; it’s not love. It's RAPE! They're putting that crap into the Manga 

books now. All of you, young people, have you seen that in the Manga world? They have that. 

The gay boys kissing; they look like girls but it is boy-and-boy kissing and stuff like that. Is that 

true with the Manga? You got to be careful. 

26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as "normal, natural and healthy."  

They’ve definitely succeeded at that. It's not only normal but if you like stuffing another man’s 

butthole, you should be celebrated for your dingleberries. I mean, are you crazy? We live in 

hell; we're in hell, Sodom and Gomorrah. They present homosexuality, degeneracy and 

promiscuity as well as normal, natural, “It's totally normal. Your parents may have told you to be 

prudish and have sexual morals that are ancient, medieval culture, but based on science and all the 

behavioral studies that we've become PhDs in, it's very normal to be masturbating and having oral and 

anal sex and to test and play around.” And they tell you that stuff is normal.  

I told you about that book and we showed you some of the pictures that they were showing the 

kids in Canada on the Planned Parenthood flashcards from A to Z that they put in the Canadian 

knapsacks. https://www.liveaction.org/news/sex-deck-cards-planned-parenthood-9th-grade/ 

I never even heard about dingleberry; I didn't know what the heck that was. It's in the 

flashcards that they're teaching these young kids. One of the flashcards was, drinking another 

man's seed that had been ejected into an anus and drinking it from the anus. My God, I mean, 

these people are crazy, folks. They are teaching the children in that Planned Parenthood 

flashcard. We're under ASSAULT! Freakin’ CHILDREN are learning this crap!  

And no dang church is talking about it! Pathetic! That's why we're dying. No another dang 

churches who all know it’s wrong is even freakin’ talking about it. They just say, “I want a 

healing in Jesus; I want a healing. Give me a healing!” What about exposing the truth? He said He is 
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the way the truth and the life, so, our true desire as a Christian should not be, “I want a blessing; 

I want a healing.” That should not be our desire. Our desire should be what? Take the cross and 

walk with Jesus into the world. That's literally what it should be; to be persecuted, to be hated, 

and to be mocked. Not easy. 

So, you know, even the talks we had with different New Testament Christians, they're all about, 

“Oh, this miracle!” Those are very moving stories; it's wonderful. But, we explained, “Well, you 

know, even if Jesus didn't do any miracles, we still would believe in Him as the Messiah.” And they all 

go, “Oh yeah, that's true.” They all say, “Oh no, that's true, that's true, that's true. “All they want to 

talk about is miracles, but then when you say, “You know, but even if Jesus didn't do miracles, we 

would still believe He was the Messiah.” And they're like “Oh yeah, of course. No, no, of course.” But 

all you've been talking about is miracles, man. It's this infatuation with just miracles, miracles, 

miracles, not having to do any hard work, not having to be hated and persecuted, not having to 

do any difficult things. “I want the quick way, the quick fix.”  

And you know, God can do miracles, and when He does, we give Him all the praise. But the 

center of Christian life is not seeking miracles or seeking a healing, because we're not supposed 

to be tied to this earthly fleshly body. All along we're not supposed to be worshipping it. We're 

going to die. And that's what the principle explains. Death is a normal thing in the sense that 

you need to have the ever-approaching death to come in order that you make choices and 

exercise your free will. You have to have the impending doom of the accountability after death 

in order for you to make the proper decision. That's why it is a natural cycle of birth and death. 

Most denominations say, “Death was brought on by sin and in the eternal world there's going to be no 

more death.” But of course, we know that in the death from Genesis 3 referring to when God 

said, “If you eat of this fruit, you shall surely die,” they didn't surely die. They didn't die 

immediately. It was not referring to a death such as “you eat it, you die”. Like you got poison or 

you drank anthrax or you had rat poison and you croak. It may have been more effective if that 

happened. No. God was speaking metaphorically there. 

Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as "normal, natural and healthy."  

With this promiscuity, look at what happened. They first pushed the promiscuity on the 

women, “I can be like man. How come all the men can sleep around when I can't?” They just pushed 

on the women first. They pushed on the women, then all the girls started believing it, and all 

the dumb girls started splitting their legs open and having sex with all the boys. And then they 

started wrecking their lives; they wrecked their future marriages and wrecked their lives. But 

then what happens? The boys love that culture of degeneracy; since they got the hormones 

running at teenage years, they love the fact that all these girls are ready to split their legs open 

and have sex with them. They got free reign; they can have sex with this and that. All these 

brain-dead girls are brainwashed into promiscuity as good, as empowered. You understand? 

So, what are all these predatory boys doing? They're saying, “Hallelujah! Let's bang all these 

girls.” They're so stupid. In the end, you're letting the predators just ravage and rape you and 

you're calling that “empowered”. How stupid! How stupid that is in terms of protecting 

women; looking after the well-being of women which feminists claim they're supposed to be 
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doing. Now they're in a conundrum, aren't they? They’ve gone such a slippery slope that now 

the men are saying that they're women. 

Charlie Kirk was arguing with a feminist, because she was standing for trans rights or trans 

women. He asked, “Are you a feminist? Okay, so which women are you a feminist for? Now you have 

committed yourself to be oppressed by weak men dressing up as women. Congratulations! Bye-bye. Good 

night.” That's what they've not committed themselves to; now they can't even define women 

because now the men who claim that they’re women are supposed to be WOMEN. Then they 

have to defend MEN who are dressed as WOMEN! You retarded. Idiotic. So now they are 

under the domination of men again. Feminism has led them to be under the domination of beta 

males who want to dress up in high heels and drag queen makeup. Congratulations feminists, 

you've won! You've won! Men are now dominating you again. Now women have no safe 

spaces; no safe privacy. You have no more public bathrooms, no more places to go fix your hair, 

no more places where your child can go in. A man can just walk in with a pink dress and say, 

“I'm a woman”; a guy with half a freakin’ beard coming off his head with a freakin’ purple hair.  

Have you seen this meme that they created with the nasty beard and the purple hair? “I'm a 

woman, I'm a woman.” There's literally a guy who took a selfie of himself, who's a “trans 

woman” in Target, and all the conservatives are saying, “oh my gosh, it's real. Sasquatch is real; it 

exists.” Oh my gosh! Give me a break! So, this is what happens. The communists know that and 

they are also big on this part of chapter 2. They want to degenerate the morals of the society 

because you have nothing to fight for then. You're just purely seeking pleasure; you're easy to 

control. Whoever gives you pleasure you will follow or submit to. And that is government. But 

they'll do that and kill people. 

27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with "social" religion. Discredit the 
Bible and emphasize the need for intellectual maturity, which does not need a "religious 
crutch." 

You heard that,” I don't need God; I don't need a crutch. I'm stronger than that.” You usually hear 

this from young dumb kids who think they're smart. You live a couple of decades and tell me if 

life has been easy to defeat. Life's going to break you down; it will you break down. And all 

those people that you thought were weak because they believe in God? No, no, life will break 

your ashtray and you'll realize that God is the only One who actually loves you. Wait a half a 

century; you will not be thinking like that.  

But they're going into the churches and deemphasizing the Bible and the stories of heroic 

Biblical courage and unity with God, but also of failure. The Bible does not hide the failures, 

which is great. It shows people that even though in sin, we can still repent and come back to 

God and God can use us again.  

emphasize the need for intellectual maturity which does not need a "religious crutch." 

“You don't need a religious crutch; you're too good for that. You're too smart.” We're too smart for 

that. We're too evolved for that. We're too modern for that. We don't need a religious crutch. 
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That's the narrative they’ve pushed. This has come through the infiltration of the National 

Council of Churches, the conservative Reformed Judaism and Catholic seminaries. 

28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the grounds that it 
violates the principle of "separation of church and state" 

Why? Because prayer will connect us to God. At least we're supposed to be praying to God; 

we're supposed to be praying to the Creator. It's an acknowledgment that there's a larger 

Creator from which our power and our rights flow. It's not from the state, it is from the Creator; 

thus, we got to remove that. Eliminate that so that your creator and your endower of rights be 

the government. It has created you, it has raised you, it has trained you, it has allowed you to be 

successful, it has given you all the money you want; it has been doing this, so it is God. Replace 

the belief in a Creator with the belief in earthy men-controlled state. 

29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old fashioned, out of step 
with modern needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis. 

They've done that; they've succeeded in that. “The Constitution was the constitution of slavery, of 

white supremacy.” That's what they say.  

30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as selfish aristocrats who had no 

concern for the common man. 

You put the Founding Fathers as selfish aristocrats who had no concern for the common man, 

even though they fought WARS with the common man against the British royalty and the 

totalitarian state. They fought with farmers, cow herders. These were the people that the 

Founding Fathers ate and lived and died with. 

31. Belittle all forms of American culture and discourage the teaching of American history on 
the ground that it was only a minor part of "the big picture." Give more emphasis to Russian 
history since the Communists took over. 

Or Chinese or indigenous; whatever it is. So, take away from the American Revolution of 

victory against tyranny and the government state. 

32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture – 
education, social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc. 

You see that? That's important. Socialist movement, centralized control of the culture. What is 

that? Mental health clinics. This is a big one. This is a big one. 

33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the Communist 
apparatus. 

34. Eliminate the House committee on Un-American activities. 

35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI 
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36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions 

No, they infiltrated the FBI; they didn't dismantle it. They actually like it so they infiltrated it. 

That was not dismantled. It was infiltrated and taken it over.  

36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions 

They've done that.  

37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business. Turn America into a socialist police state. 

They've done that.  

Turn America into a socialist police state. 

They've done that, especially in the leftist areas. 

38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the police to social agencies. Treat all 

behavioral problems as psychiatric disorders which no one but psychiatrists can understand.  

So now they have a special educated class of experts who are the arbiter of whether or not you 

get to stay in society or not. Remember the COVID? Remember the COVID? “We're all your 

favorite experts, your educated class” of aristocrat elitist PRIESTS in white coats claiming that the 

COVID would get you to kill grandma. “Cover your mask you slave.” Remember this? They're 

trying to bring it back. Look at this (Reading from the website): “The Soviets used to send “social 

misfits” and those deemed politically incorrect into massive mental health institutions called gulags. The 

Red Chinese call them.” They are concentration camps. These retraining camps, these are because 

these people are mentally ill. They don't worship Xi Jinping and the state, so they have mental 

problems, and we need our medical professionals to treat them and heal them; even though it 

means removing parts of their brains in lobotomies. You understand? That's how they'll heal 

them.  

They give the power to the mental health priest class. Their mental health professional educated 

priest class who knows all the secrets of the universe, they can make all these medicines that 

heal all these invisible viruses. You see? They know the secrets. In the Bible pharmakeia is the 

word for witchcraft. So, they know all the spells, the secret knowledge of the germs and the 

viruses and the bacterium, and only with their secret knowledge and their magnifying glasses 

will you be saved from the COVID. Wear your mask while you sit by yourself in your car 

driving! You lunatics. Lunatics! Why? Because the doctors with the secret vision, with the 

microscopes, have revealed the secret of the germs and the bacterium and the viruses. Oh my 

gosh! 

There are actual things, but what happens? The government uses the credibility that the 

sciences have built to then apply it for totalitarian power. That's obvious, right? That's what 

they do. Obviously, we're not saying there are no viruses, there are no germs and no bacteria. 

Yes, there are; that's fine. But they use that to bring what? Totalitarian control! Track and trace! 

Forcing behavior! Forcing you to wear your mask! Otherwise, you can't leave a fifteen-mile 

radius from your home. This is Communism. Total Communism. And they've done that. 
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They've done this on the world scale the three years; we've seen it with the COVID and they're 

bringing it back with other stuff. 

39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use mental health laws as a means of gaining 
coercive control over those who oppose communist goals.  

They've done that. That's why people in the psychological and psychiatric fields, usually they 

vote and lean Left in a very high percentage; almost all of them lean Left. And even though 

some don't, in the institutions, if you want to go up in power, you have to vote Left otherwise 

they won't hire you. They won't promote you. You could be a conservative and study 

psychology and psychiatry, but you won't get too far up the ladder. You certainly won't be 

invited to the parties in DC and be given large positions. No. Especially if you believe in 

freedom and the Constitution. No.  

40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy divorce. 

Look at that! What is the opposite of holding a family? It is promiscuity and easy divorce. So 

again, it's a chapter 2 issue. You want to break down families? You’d better just increase sexual 

licentiousness. So easy; so, freakin’ simple. That's why Shin Joon's beautiful video about the 

chapter 2, did you see that? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kw65BhONXqg That has 

over 100,000 views, about the fall. They had a great title Biblical proof that Lucifer has sex with Eve. 

We intuitively know it, but they're writing it out as a form of attack. To destroy the family, they 

must increase promiscuity and then easy divorce; it must be easy to divorce. Tell women that 

divorce is a good thing, and you have to demand divorce if you want welfare checks; you have 

to make it a part of the system so that they're incentivized to divorce. Which is the welfare 

program; you cannot get welfare unless you show no man in the house and divorce papers. 

Same in Korea now, by the way, Korea is using the same Communist, leftist, American system 

that devastated the black community and destroyed their families. By now, over 80% of young 

black children, do not have fathers at home. But now they're using that to destroy South Korea, 

Japan and every other part of the world.  

Destroy families because then everybody's messed up. The boys are going to be making a lot of 

trouble. No fathers at home? You got higher incarceration rates for boys, you have lower 

graduation rates for boys, you have higher criminality, you have higher divorce rates, you have 

lower income, etc. Everything is projected and everything is consistent. If you take the dads 

who are the head of the house out, you're done. Why? Because the boys will not listen to mom 

after they get big. It's just not happening. It's not happening. Unless the mom is literally beating 

them into submission. But at some point, they're going to beat her up or run away. They're not 

going to handle that well. They need a man to keep them in check and to raise them up to be 

responsible. Strong men, but that use their strength in good way, not bad way. Amen!  

41. Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of parents. 
Attribute prejudices, mental blocks and retarding of children to suppressive influence of 
parents.  
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They want to demonize the parents.                                                                                                                        

Your parents are who are keeping you from being free.                                                                                                

Your parents are preventing you from expressing and exploring your true gender identity.         

Your parents are the ones who are living in medieval ages, believing in a dead savior.                            

You understand? They need to demonize and separate the relationship so you can isolate the 

kids and take them into this system where then you will weaponize them to destroy society 

AND themselves, by the way. Become worshipers of Satan and power. But you need to 

demonize the parents.  

That's why in the Cheon Il Guk culture, we must do the one-on-one-day training with the 

children. So important. Why? Because that is building your relationship with your children. 

That's not destroying it; that's investing your big cash money which is your time with your 

child. Everybody, if you're living, you've got some big cash money and it's called time. So, 

you're investing your time with your children in one-on-one DAYS. Why? Because the whole 

Satanist program is to sever the relationship between parents and children. You understand? 

In the Cheon Il Guk culture we have many babies. That symbolizes what? The BLESSINGS of 

God. What is it? One child they tell you, is worth a million dollars of liability and debt; one 

child, and you're going to have to make a million dollars to pay for it- which is a total lie by the 

way. They're teaching you that one child is a million-dollar liability when the Bible says these 

are the blessings from God. Each child is not a million-dollar debt; it's a billion dollar. A billion 

dollar. You just made a freakin’ billion-dollar, dog. You freaking billionaire. If you got five 

children, you got more than five billion right there. You're a rich man. You see? That used to be 

the attitude, that used to be the power. 

And that's your tribe, and those kids will be united with you. Why? Because you're putting time 

in the relationships, one-on-one. That's why the one-on-one training is so important. Don't get 

lazy on that, young kings. As your kids are growing up, do not get lazy on that; hit that one-on-

one training and date with each child one-on-one time. It’s so, so, important.                                                                                                               

The psychiatrists of the state, they know this, so what they do in their meeting sessions in 

counseling the child is they try to draw it out                                                                                                          

- “Oh have you ever had any bad experience where you were scared of your dad?”                                    * 

“Well, there was that one time when I didn't do my homework and I got a D or a C and my dad belted me 

in the leg.”                                                                                                                                                                            

If that happened, then they're going to use that.                                                                                                         

– “Oh, wow, that must have been very painful. I'm so sorry to hear that.” And they'll actually start 

crying. They'll actually start tearing up. They're actors. They're taught to act, to empathize with 

you in order that you share more. So, they will start tearing up. For a lot of these trained 

women, this is easy to tear up, like this, on the dot; on the dot, they can tear up like that like an 

actress.                                                                                                                                                                                

- “Oh my gosh! I can’t imagine the pain that you must have felt.” 

I'm serious; this is not a joke. They do that! They dig it out. They try to dig that resentment out; 

they want to build resentment. Then this kid, he's got this grown professional “adult doctor” 

saying that she can't fathom how much pain he felt when his daddy said that you're going to be 
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a loser if you keep doing drugs and stop and play all the time. “I cannot understand your pain.” 

Wow, this adult can understand; this person understands me. You see, they're feeding the fire 

of resentment on purpose. Now, there are cases of real terrible things that obviously are crimes 

and they have to be dealt with. But even if there's none of that, and it's just like,                                        

-“Oh, my dad said, ‘hey, boy, if you keep doing them drugs, you're going to end up in jail.”                                

* “Aaaaaah! Share that story with me. Share it.”                                                                                                             

Oh my gosh. And empathize, empathize, empathize. They make you feel like they're on your 

side, and make you angry, make you resentful, make you hate them. You see, this is part of the 

program. They're trained professionals “empathizers”.  

The purpose is to separate you from a stable mommy and daddy ecosystem, cohesion and 

framework of identity which you will navigate life with. Because you can't navigate by yourself; 

it's a dang dangerous world. You need to go with a tribe; a tribe is so much more powerful. If 

you navigate life with a tribe, you're way more powerful. But they don't want you. They want 

you to feel alone; you're alone. They will do this on purpose. This is a part of the technique and 

they're trained to do so.  

42. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate aspects of the 
American tradition; that students and special interest groups should rise up and make a 
"united force" to solve economic, political or social problems.  

This is communist students, leftist students. If you're on the Right and you rise up, you will be 

thrown in federal prison for doing nothing. For even speaking out against the election, you will 

be RICOed and indicted and indicted. But if you're on the Left and you do violence… The BLM 

guy who burned down the St. Louis Police Department; he burned down the whole police 

department, the whole freaking thing and he got what? Five years?  

Enrique Tarrio, he wasn't even at Jan 6, he got 22 years for not even being there! But the dude 

who burned down the freakin’ police department? You understand, that is an arson; that's a 

federal crime. You can't just be burning buildings; it’s a massive crime.  But the BLM activist 

gets five years. Give me a break! That's ridiculous! It's a joke. So, any leftist student groups who 

become violent and insurrectionists, they're fine; they're protected. But why? Because they're 

part of the Communist team. They're part of the takeover group of America. For anybody who's 

fighting for freedom, if they even think about it, oh, now, now, they're the domestic terrorists. 

Which they have to genocide, and which they're doing with the MAGA people now. 

43. Overthrow all colonial governments before native populations are ready for self-
government. 

They're busy also to keep the native populations on welfare. That's what they did to the 

American Indian population; they put them on massive welfare and destroyed the families as 

they destroyed the black family. Same thing, same program. They've done that; keep the black 

and brown people weaker so that these white supremacist Democrats and neocons can remain 

in power. While they talk about loving blacks and brown peoples, but they're keeping them 

destroyed.  
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44. Internationalize the Panama Canal. 

45. Repeal the Connally Reservation so the U.S. cannot prevent the World Court from seizing 
jurisdiction over domestic problems. Give the World Court jurisdiction over domestic 
problems. Give the World Court jurisdiction over nations and individuals alike. 

They're working on that. They're doing this now in the mandate through the WHO, the World 

Health Organization. They're trying to pass that in February so that they have total sovereignty 

over the response. They said,” In the emergency of a pandemic, only the response we will control.” So, 

in the case of another pandemic that they're planning and they will release; in the case of that 

well now you have control over all law enforcement, all laws. Nobody has constitutional rights, 

everybody's right can be infringed; anything they mandate must be done otherwise you are a 

criminal, you're a mactard, you are a domestic terrorist and you must be destroyed, genocided 

and be KILLED. 

But we all do it for climate change; we do it to save the orca and save the polar bear. We want 

more gays and trans and bisexuals to save the polar bears. You understand? It’s for climate 

change; it's for climate change. We don't want the carbon emissions from all of you 

heterosexuals so we've got to have more gays. (Laughing) All of you heterosexuals make too 

much carbon emissions. They're crazy.  

It's a cult; it's a cult. They call us the Don Cult. “You Trumpers are a cult! “                                                     

Well, you people are the ones that believe in freakin’ mass mandates.                                                            

You believe in the vax, the Big Pharma.                                                                                                                           

You believe in communism, socialism, taking over people's rights and constitutional power. 

You believe in the state becoming basically God, and you obey it with subservience.                             

You believe in total disarmament.                                                                                                                               

You believe in freakin’ man becoming woman, and woman becoming man; based on their 

feelings and emotions you change it.                                                                                                                                                

You believe in childhood mutilation, and killing babies.                                                                                                        

You literally believe in all this for climate change.                                                                                               

You are in a cult fool. I mean, you see people are crazy. They're so insane. 

                                                                                                                                                                   

45 Principles Already Implemented in America                                                                                                    
So, these 45 principles that were outlined in 1963, they've already been implemented in 

America; they've already been. And that's why President Trump is also crying; he sees how 

terrible and disfigured it is. We're a dead system of government. It’s just death; it's not real.  

So, will Trump get back in? If there's a giant landslide, and they can't hide it to a certain point, 

maybe he'll be able to get back in. If he gets back in, he's got to hit them hard. And they know 

that. So, because of that, of course, they will want to start World War III. Tucker Carlson has 

already predicted it, that before the election, they're going to start off World War III. Why? 

Because if they can get Americans in a hot war against Russia in World War III, and we’re 

actually sending young people there to die and everybody's okay with that, then what 

happens? Many Americans will die in World War III. The beginning of it, the kinetic war has 
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already begun propaganda-wise kinetically, but then as so many people die in the war what 

happens? 

Let's see. Trump gets in office; he got in. But tens of thousands, hundred thousand American 

young kids have died in it. So now he can't pull out. You see what I'm saying? So, they either 

want to start it to stop him from getting in, or to mess up his administration so that he has to 

keep fighting it and everything will be blamed on him. “Look at Trump. He started World War III. 

Look at Trump.” You see what I'm saying? Either way, they're playing to blame the destruction 

of the world on Trump. 

So, this is not a joke time, folks. The world is on the edge of destruction and the people who 

want to come in and rule over you are literally costume-wearing men, hairy men wearing bras 

and skirts and thongs, claiming that they're women, and those people they're promoted in the 

Navy and the freakin’ military to positions of power. That's literally who's coming to rule over 

you and you WILL be part of celebrating the sex cult of the rainbow. That's the new religion; 

you will celebrate the anus cult. Don't you know it's rainbow colored? You understand these 

people are crazy? But they’re literally the kind of people that are taking over.  

                                                                                                                                                             

American Christianity, Stop Fornicating!                                                                                                         

So, we got to win, daggone it; we got to win this time. We got to get President Trump back in, 

turn this craziness around, get the energy back on. And we got to repent! Spiritually we've got 

to repent. What does that mean? Repent is metanoia; it means changing our mind. We can't be 

okay with this licentious culture anymore. The Christians have to get in order first.  

Number one: what do the Christian have to do? They got to repent. The nation has to repent, 

come back to Jesus. What does it mean? Don't FORNICATE! That's the number one thing 

Christianity got to do; they got to stop freakin’ fornicating. “I have all my sins forgiven, the past, 

present and future.” REALLY? All your future sins forgiven as well? “By the blood of the cross, I 

have been forgiven past, present and future.” So now, even though you still have the habit of 

fornicating you're forgiven. You are messing up the Christian culture because Christianity has 

allowed for fornication in the DATING culture which Father's called out from the freakin’ 60s. 

All these denominations allow their children to DATE and not keep purity before marriage and 

it's created this culture of dating and fornicating. This fornicating culture opens up the cultural 

norms so that it becomes more okay to be sleeping around. And since you're involved in 

sleeping around for pleasure and you're still a “Christian”, well now you're more open to other 

stuff too.  

You always want to forgive all the sinners which God does want to do, but He doesn't want you 

to do that so you sin more gravely under His name and banner. Christians have to repent and 

STOP fornicating! The culture of fornication in the church has to STOP! Get married and have 

lots of good sex in marriage. That's why God made it. STOP freakin’ fornicating! In terms of 

America, the Christian culture has got to stop doing it, otherwise, they're not going to go hard 

after sodomy and hard after other stuff, since they're all fornicating.  
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If they're all in strong marriages where they only have sex with their wife and they're solid 

about that, then they're going to have the moral authority to go after the other stuff. But if you 

don't have that as part of your culture, you're talking into the wind. That's why marriage is 

God's weapon against Satan's culture. Satan's weapon is destroying marriage and letting it all 

burn to the ground. God's marriage is like that beautiful, black-oven furnace that we have in a 

cabin. To keep that cabin warm You keep the fire in the beautiful cast iron, beautiful furnace. 

You keep it in there, then it heats up the whole cabin; it makes it beautiful, romantic, wonderful. 

You get under the covers and you have wonderful time with your wife; you romance and all 

that. You keep it warm and toasty, even on a cold winter day. But if you let the fire jump out 

and jump here and there, now your whole dang cabin is going to burn down. The same with 

society. 

So that reality of chapter 2 and Father's revelation, it's not a big deal? No! It's a HUMONGEOUS 

deal. American culture, you've got to stop freakin’ fornicating. That's why in the 60s they 

introduced all the rock and roll and sex culture in the rock and roll videos and all that to 

promote divorce, promote drinking culture, promote licentiousness. Bikini girls everywhere 

promote having sex with multiple women. It starts with women; the boys start having sex with 

multiple women, then they get open to everything else. When there are multiple women, then 

there's lesbianism, and they use lesbianism as a window. They get two hot chicks kissing each 

other and banging each other; they use that to lure the boys in the cult of homosexuality- 

through two hot chicks. That's their weapon. Uh-huh. You see how that works? 

                                                                                                                                                                  

New Testament Christian Culture vs. Completed Testament Christian Culture                                              

So, the fornicating culture, this is the problem in America; it is the problem that Father 

ALWAYS was hammering. The freakin’ Christian church has got to stop the fornicating. 

They've got to be teaching absolute sex and romance in MARRIAGE. That's the key to the 

Kingdom. Father said it's the KEY, right? It's the KEY to the Kingdom. If you don't have the 

sexual standard of marriage to preach off from, then what happens? You don't have any moral 

authority over all the sexual depravity if the culture of Christianity is not standing strong on 

marriage.  

In Christian culture now, when they get married, they're faithful. That's good. But before then, 

they're not supposed to be fornicating. That's the culture that's evil. That's the culture that 

they're not training their kids on; they're not training their kids to look forward towards their 

sex life in marriage. That it's going to be phenomenal and sex is going to be incredible in 

marriage; it's going to be great. No, they're not teaching that because nobody wants to talk 

about it and you want to let the LGBTQ educate your kids ON IT! Oh my gosh! That's why you 

go to hell in a hand basket as a country. The parents have got to teach their children about the 

sexual organs and the freakin’ marriage because otherwise, they're going to learn it from some 

health science teacher that's showing them porn literacy and making them watch bisexuals and 

orgies and freaking dingleberries. Are you crazy? You are forfeiting those children to SATAN. 

How can God bless that land if the parents are giving their children away like that? You're 

giving them to be destroyed and devoured by Satan.  
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So, this culture of Christianity has got to stop. They've got to come into the Completed 

Testament realm. They've got to understand the Fall. They've got to understand Chapter 2. And 

they've got to STOP this dating, fornicating culture. You've got to get back to that traditional 

Christian culture that we have still in our church; which is what? You wait till marriage. You 

keep yourself pure. You keep yourself disciplined and TRAINING. Mind-and- body unity 

TRAINING.  

You got a lot of energy? Good. Put that into your TRAINING. Put that into good Peace Police 

and Peace Militia training, into the martial arts training, into the different challenges and the 

different epigenetics-unlocking training that the Cheon Il Guk young people are doing. That's 

where you put your energy in. You keep that purity, but you keep that training up in the mind-

and-body unity training. So now when you get married, now then you can start that whole new 

realm of sexual love and romantic love; it is opened up, and you are training now in that realm. 

So important! That's why the action of having faith in Christ and then ACTING and going 

through the hard work of mind-and-body unity TRAINING is so important. 

That's the big difference between New Testament Christian culture and Complete Testament 

Christian culture. We have a big emphasis on mind-and-body unity TRAINING as preparation 

for what? The second blessing of marriage. Are you with me folks? Big difference; it makes a 

huge difference. Especially when the training is fun and exciting and challenging and hard but 

yet satisfying when you accomplish certain things. You're building up that character, building 

up the fortitude and you're preparing yourself understanding that marriage is where you're 

completing your character, developing your character, and then when you're married, you are 

now entering in at a higher level. You’re not perfect! Nobody’s perfect, but you're entering at a 

higher level, and now you are in a marriage training. That's a wonderful thing, but the thing is 

that this culture has to be spread to all of Christendom.  

                                                                                                                                                       

Zephaniah 3: 14-20                                                                                                                                    

Let's get back to Zephaniah. The last part is very hopeful. I didn't want to read you the last part 

because everybody would be on hopium. So, God JUDGED Judah; He judged it. He destroyed it 

with fiery indignation and BURNED it to the ground. But what did He say? That judgment was 

for the good. What happened from verse 14?  

14 Sing, O daughter of Zion; shout, O Israel; be glad and rejoice with all the heart, O daughter of 

Jerusalem.                                                                                                                                                          
15 The Lord hath taken away thy judgments, he hath cast out thine enemy: the king of Israel, even 

the Lord, is in the midst of thee: thou shalt not see evil any more.                                                                                      
16 In that day it shall be said to Jerusalem, Fear thou not: and to Zion, Let not thine hands be slack.                                 
17 The Lord thy God in the midst of thee is mighty; he will save, he will rejoice over thee with joy; he will 

rest in his love, he will joy over thee with singing.                                                                                                          
18 I will gather them that are sorrowful for the solemn assembly, who are of thee, to whom the reproach of 

it was a burden.                                                                                                                                                         
19 Behold, at that time I will undo all that afflict thee: and I will save her that halteth, and gather her that 

was driven out; and I will get them praise and fame in every land where they have been put to shame.               
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20 At that time will I bring you again, even in the time that I gather you: for I will make you a name and a 

praise among all people of the earth, when I turn back your captivity before your eyes, saith the Lord. 

Praise God! Praise God! (Applause) Hallelujah! Praise the Lord Almighty! That's why I didn't 

want to start with that. It would have given everybody too much hopium. There's a fire that has 

to be crossed before we get there. Amen! We are in that and we're going to be standing strong 

with the Lord in battle.  

 

Pastor Sean’s Reporting Prayer 

Thank you, Father for this beautiful day. We thank You for 

the study of Zephaniah chapter 3 today and reviewing the 

45 Communist principles that they’ve implemented here in 

America.  

They've destroyed the educational system. They've targeted 

the children. They’ve targeted the family. Torn down the 

relationship between husband wife; torn down the relationship between parents and children. 

Torn down the relationship between You and a moral populace and those who are eagerly 

seeking Your face.  

The 45 PILLARS of communism have been implemented here and we are in such an epic TIME 

and BATTLEGROUND. We must be BRAVE as we talked about today; NOT cowering in fear. 

Even though we are imprisoned and persecuted, we must use that platform to spread 

supernatural COURAGE and we must not be scared of being sent to prison or to the Gulag or to 

DEATH on the cross. 

We must be BRAVE as your son Jesus Christ and BRAVE as our True Father who faced prison 

on purpose in North Korea and in America time and time again; with no fear facing the enemy, 

facing the darkness, facing the devils, facing the evil hordes of ALL of the demonic realm and 

LAUGHING in its mist, smiling and praising You in its mist, CELEBRATING that through this, 

the world would be freed.  

God, we want to move in that supernatural courage and LOVE. May that spread to the entire 

patriot movement so they do not cower in fear, even though the persecution increases. Let them 

stop repeating things like “This is a terrifying day, a dark day; it's such a scary time” Which it is, but 

we do not want to focus on that.  

Instead, we want to focus on Your LIGHT and Your POWER and Your VICTORY and on Your 

GLORY and on Your Kingdom everlasting that is coming to this earth; where the world will be 

set FREE in freedom and responsibility to worship You, protect You and protect the human 

rights that You have given to Your children that inhabit this beautiful creation we call home.  

Father, we want to give You the praise, glory and honor today. We want to give You 

encouragement today and THANKS today, as You pour out supernatural holy FIRE upon us; 
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FIRE and supernatural courage upon our hearts. Let all semblance of fear and dread and 

trepidation melt in the presence of Your goodness and of Your FIERY courage.  

Let us be filled with Your power this day as we give You the praise, glory and honor, and with 

ALL the kingship lines gathered here with Your Three Generation Kingship we pray. Amen! 

And aju! (Applause) 

All right, folks, let's all rise and give Him the praise. Hallelujah! 

 

 


